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Activity introduction phase 
Developed by the Science Education Hub, Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Netherlands (see www.wkru.nl/english) 

Activity: scenario machine (meeting 1) 

Goal: Teachers learn how to formulate suitable and sound SSIBL scenarios using the 

‘scenario machine’.   

Duration: 45 minutes 

Cooperation 

In groups of 2 or 4 

Requirements 

For each group: 

- A print of the scenario-machine

- Pen

- (Sticky) notes

Activity  

The teachers are divided into groups of two or four to conduct this activity. The activity 

consists of three parts.  

Part 1: Deciding on the theme (5 min) 

In small groups, the teachers decide which theme they want to address with their pupils, 

such as pollution, new technologies or robotisation. Or they can stick to the theme that was 

explained earlier in the meeting, DNA (see PowerPoint presentation meeting 1).  

Part 2: Identifying controversial issues (20 min) 

Once the teachers have decided on a theme, they are encouraged to think of controversial 

issues that are related to the theme they selected. An example of a controversial issue 

related to the theme DNA was explained earlier during the presentation: the recent 

attempts to change genes in embryo’s with CRISPR-Cas technology, leading to the discussion 

if we want to influence the characteristics of our unborn child?  

The group defines at least one controversial issue and writes these down in key words on a 

note or a post it. They then make use of the printed ‘scenario-machine’. This ‘machine’ is a 

playful tool to help teachers get familiar with the requirements for a sound and suitable 

SSIBL scenario. They use the tool to check whether their ideas ‘move’ smoothly through the 

scenario machine: if they can answer a question with ‘yes’, the scenario ‘moves’ through the 

scenario-machine on to the next question; if they have to answer a question with ‘no’, the 
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scenario ‘falls’ out of the scenario-machine, and the group has to brainstorm on how to 

reformulate the scenario so that it can pass the question a second time around.  

Part 3: Writing a scenario (20 min) 

In the final part, teachers have to think of ways of introducing the scenario to their pupils. 

They can write a short text, perform a play of use a newspaper article to start with. Using the 

keywords, they make a small story in which different perspectives are included. In the 

scenario, the different perspectives are presented without taking a side or directing the 

pupils into one of these directions. Next, teachers think of questions that can help pupils to 

understand the scenario or the different perspectives better. Also, they think of possible 

research questions the children could come up with. 

See the example scenarios attached. 

Wrapping up  

The teachers present their scenario to the group. In their presentation they also address 

how they would introduce their scenario in their classroom, and they present two research 

questions they think students might ask within their scenario.  
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Plastic, blessing or disaster? 
Theme: 
Plastic 

Controversy: 
User friendly products versus protecting the environment 

Scenario: 
If you walk into the supermarket, almost every product you see there is packaged in plastic. The plastic 
wrappings help to keep the food fresh, and help to protect fruits and vegetables for instance from 
damage. Plastic moreover is cheap, much cheaper than glass or fabric, and very easy to work with: you 
can melt plastic into practically every form. Plastic wrappings, and plastic products, are thus almost 
everywhere. Plastic is also pretty much non-biodegradable: it will exist for hundreds of years. Although a 
lot of people do their best to recycle the plastic they use, still a lot of it ends up in our environment: 
think of plastic bags and bottles in the ponds and by the side of the roads. This plastic has an impact on 
the environment in a great number of ways: birds mistake it for nesting material, and use it to build 
their nests with. Because of all the plastic, the nests cannot let water through: so when it rains, the 
bird’s chicks drown. Animals also mistake it for food, eat it, and die because they cannot digest the 
plastic which builds up in their stomachs. This is a risk for all animals, but in particular for fish, who eat 
the plastic in the water; and birds, who eat fish that have eaten plastic.  
To protect the environment against the effects of plastic waste, we could reduce the amount of plastic 
we use, and thus the amount of plastic waste we produce. But what would that mean for our daily lives? 
Think of all the things that are made of plastic. Could you live without them?  

Questions for discussion: 
Do you recycle plastic? Why; why not?  
How would a supermarket that has no wrapping materials work? Would you go there? 
Can we ask businesses to stop selling products wrapped in plastic even if it would make everything more 
expensive?  
Should there be a punishment for leaving plastic waste in the environment?  

Research questions the children could come up with 

- What plastic wrappings do we regularly use? Could they be replaced by something else?
- What can you do to stop people leaving their waste in the street?
- What can you do to make people use environmentally friendly packaged products more?
- What can you do to encourage people to recycle?

Possible actions that the children can take NOW 

- Initiate a discussion in school on how to reduce use of plastic in and by the school. The
management of the school should be involved and encouraged to take real action!

- Initiate a discussion in school on installing a recycling area in the school.
- Once a month, go on a class trip cleaning up the plastic waste in the surroundings of the school.
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Could robots replace teachers? 

Theme 
Robotization 

Controversy 
Efficiency versus the human dimension/human ‘error’ 
Rationality/logic versus emotion 

Scenario 
Scientists are working to create robots that cannot be distinguished from humans. These robots could 
be used in nursing homes, to man receptions, and perhaps they could also be used in schools, especially 
since robots – computers – are so much smarter and better at remembering than humans: in Japan, an 
elementary school experimented with science classes taught by a robot teacher called Saya. Indeed, 
Saya was incredibly smart and patient, and knew every student’s name from the start. You could still 
very clearly see that Saya was a robot: she moved and sounded like a robot. But given how fast 
technology is advancing, there might soon very well be a Saya that moves and talks like a person, with 
the intelligence and patience of a robot. Such ‘teacher-robots’ could be used in every school to increase 
the amount of individual instruction: there would always be a teacher ready to help you. Do you think 
robots would make good teachers? 

Questions for discussion 
Would you want a robot to teach your class if it is for a day? And a month? And a year? And always? 
In what respects do you think a robot is better at teaching than a person and in what respects do you 
think a person is better at teaching than a robot? 
Do you think a robot could have authority in class? Do you think it could resolve a fight? 

Research questions the children could come up with 
- In what ways are computers already replacing teachers?
- What would a robot need to be able to do to be a good teacher?
- Would a ‘teacher-robot’ need to look and feel like a person?
- What other jobs would a robot be good at?
- Would it be a good thing if all the work people do now is taken over by robots?

Possible actions that the children can take NOW 

- Critically evaluate the use of computers in the school
- Convince the teacher and management of the school to use more/less computers in teaching
- Write scenarios on what people should use their time for when robots are doing all the work
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Are parents free to post any pictures of their children on social media? 
Theme: 
Social media use 

Controversy: 
Sharing information versus privacy and children’s versus parents’ rights. 

Scenario:  
An eighteen-year-old girl from Austria has sued her parents because they had been posting her baby-
photos on Facebook for years. The girl complained that her parents have been especially shameless 
in which photos they have shared with their 700 friends: her sitting on a potty or lying naked on the 
bed. She has only discovered these photos when she got her own Facebook account at age 14. She 
wants her parents to remove the photos from Facebook, but they refuse. 
Your parents are proud of you, some parents want to show this by sharing photos and videos of their 
children. Imagine that your parents do this, or maybe they are? How would you like that? 

Questions for discussion: 
What would you tell your parents in this situation? 
What can your parents share on Facebook? 
Is it okay for your parents to post any of your photos on Facebook, even where you are naked? 
Where would you draw the line in what can be put on Facebook? Is it different for WhatsApp or 
Instagram? 
Would it be okay for you to share any photo that you have of your friends online? 

Research questions the children could come up with: 
- Is there a difference in what we think about posting photos on Facebook and what our

parents think?
- Are there any photos of children in our class to be found online that they would like to have

removed? Why?
- Can we think of a solution that makes it possible to remove any photo of ourselves from

Facebook or other social media when we don’t like it?

Possible actions that the children can take NOW: 
- Convince their parents that they should ask their permission before posting any photo of

them on social media.
- Initiate a discussion on children being allowed influence on the school media-code.
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